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Abstract— These days, the web has grown tremendously to fulfill the requests from huge number of users. Caching
strategies are applied to minimize the retrieval latency of objects by a user. The contents are replicated using proxy
servers closer to the users to reduce the network distance between the object and the user. In this paper, a study has
been presented for the evaluation of several caching schemes and their issues. At the end, it has been observed that
cache cooperation can improve the performance at a larger scale. The cache cooperation at each level of hierarchy
also minimizes the client’s retrieval latency. The paper also discusses some approaches to manage Scalability &
Metadata Server, extra overhead at overloaded proxy servers by introducing dynamic functionality in distributed web
caching.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As the World Wide Web (WWW) is gaining more and more popularity, servers have to handle more requests
accordingly. The more people (or simply clients) request resources from web servers, the faster servers have to accept
and process the requests. To cope with these requirements programmers as well as system administrators must take
countermeasures. The web has become the most challenging and successful application. A network has to deal with the
problems of Scalability, low latency, frequent disconnections of servers, congestion at servers and other unmanageable
conditions due to increase in the number of users day by day. Clients experience unexpected delays while accessing web
pages. All these problems and latencies must be maintained under a tolerable limit. These latencies, congestions and
server’s load can be handled by storing multiple copies of web documents in geographically distributed web caches for
most of the contents are being static. Caching reduces latencies to users and also web traffic.
Caching was introduced to reduce the latency of retrieval. Mosaic [3] was the first web browser that was capable of
caching web objects for reference and thus reduces the latency to clients and network traffic. After that Web caching has
grown rapidly from local cache of a single browser to large shared cache to serve multiple clients from a certain
institution [14].

Fig-1 General Architecture of Web Caching.
General architectures of these kinds of networks are client-server architecture [19]. All servers are located remotely to
fulfill the requests from the clients for accessing the web pages. This results in huge delays at every request if every time
the requested page is to be fetched from the remote servers. A modification of client server architecture is proxy caching.
If more users are accessing the same page then there will be high probability of hits. Two popular and common
approaches for implementing cache cooperation scheme at a large scale are distributed [2] and hierarchical caching [10],
[12], [2], [1]. We will discuss them in later sections.
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In the remaining space, we will discuss architecture of cache in section 2. The Section 3 is dedicated for the issues and
challenges related with caching in distributed environment. This is followed by conclusion and future research directions.
II. WEB CACHING ARCHITECTURE
Jacobson [6] proposed that data should be found through sources that are local to users rather than their place of origin
for all attempts. With the exponential growth of internet in last decade, a main challenge remains to provide faster access
to data and management of cached data. The question arises was, “how to architect lots of caches?” [23] Several
architectures were proposed for fulfilling above objective some of these are:2.1 Single and Multiple caches:
Shim et al. [15] introduced a single cache algorithm that was relatively simple with only one proxy cache. They also
considered both consistency maintenance and replacement polices for web proxies. Fan et al. [4] has described a protocol
for multiple caching named “summary cache”. In this each proxy maintains a summary of cache directory of every
participating cache. It checks summary before sending data for any queries of potential hits. To handle misses and for
reducing total traffic, these caches cooperate with each other.
2.2 Hierarchical Caching:
Harvest project [2] proposed the concept of Hierarchical caching for web. It works with sharing of interests of large
group of clients and also several countries have implemented this [9]. In this arrangement caches are placed at different
levels of network with hierarchical caching as shown in figure-2. Client caches are at the bottom level of hierarchy [12].
The request is redirected to next level cache that is institutional cache if it was not satisfied by the client cache. For the
case if document is not present at this level too then the request travels to the regional cache. Regional cache in turn
forwards all the requests that are not satisfied to the national cache. If the document is not part of any cache level, then
national cache is responsible for extracting the document directly from the origin server. After the document is found at
origin server or any of cache level it travels down the hierarchy and also leaves copy of document at each intermediate
level. All the time request travels up the hierarchy until the document of interest is found. But there are several problems
associated with this scheme are: - Extra delay introduced at each level of hierarchy, there might be long query delays at
higher levels and redundancy of data at different caching levels.
In [5] a Central Directory Approach (CRISP) is presented in which certain number of caches are ties together through a
central mapping service. This approach could be deployed at any level of global or regional cache hierarchy to maximize
capacity. According to their experience CRISP can scale up to hundreds or thousands of clients.

Fig-2 Hierarchical Caching Architecture
2.3 Distributed Caching:
In this type of architecture there are no intermediate caches, only institutional caches at the edges of the network. These
caches cooperate with each other to serve the misses. As there are no intermediate caches so to centralize the documents
requested by the lower level caches some another sharing mechanisms are used by institutional caches:
 Institutional caches can transfer the query to their cooperating institutional caches for all local misses. This all is
done by using Inter Cache Protocol (ICP) [22]. But this approach increases the bandwidth consumption and latency.
 Institutional caches can maintain the summary of the contents of their cooperating caches. It eliminates the need for
querying the cooperating caches. These summaries are exchanged periodically. For effective distribution of
summary a hierarchical structure of intermediate nodes can be applied [10] that only distributes information about
the location of the documents not the actual documents.
 For cooperating institutional caches, a hash function can also be used [20]. This function map requests by the clients
to certain caches. This scheme ensures no duplicate copies for a single document in different caches. But this
property limits this scheme to local environments only.
For distributed caching a protocol named ICP (Internet Cache Protocol) [22] and HTCP [21] was designed by NLANR.
They supported management, retrieval and discovery of updated data from parent cache and neighboring caches as well.
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Cache Array Routing Protocol (CARP) is another approach for distributed caching [20]. In this URL space is divided
among an array whose elements are loosely coupled caches. Each document is hashed to a particular cache.
To resolve the URL space Karger et al. [7] proposed an approach similar to CARP that makes use of DNS. This scheme
also allows replication of frequently used contents in several caches. A large scale distributed cache is proposed by
Harrison and Povey [10], in this scheme directory server has replaced the upper level caches. These directory servers
store the hints about the location of all documents kept in caches. These locations hints are maintained by hierarchical
structure that results in scalable distribution. Tewari et al. [17] proposed a similar scheme for fully distributed internet
cache architecture, in which location hints are maintained in the same way but replicated at all local institutional caches.
In Cache Digest [13] and in the Relais Project [8] all caches maintain local directories of contents of other caches for ease
of locating documents in other caches. Also caches keep exchanging messages with each other indicating their contents.
2.4 Hybrid Caching:
This scheme is combination of hierarchical and distributed caching scheme. In this, caches at every level of hierarchy
cooperate with each other at the same level or with higher level caches of hierarchy using distributed caching. This
reduces latency of retrieving popular documents. This approach handles the inefficiencies of previous approaches. In
[19], they presented the dynamic behavior of proxy servers for handling cache’s misses on the basis of their loads that is
if a proxy server is congested it can deny more requests. Those requests will be handled by some other proxy servers at
the same or other level. It will result in reduced transmission time, connection time and also lower retrieving latency.
In [22], authors have presented hybrid scheme, with the concept of caches cooperation at each level in hierarchy.
Rabinovich et al. [11] have altered this scheme by limiting the cooperation between the neighboring caches. This scheme
advantages by avoiding fetching of documents from the slower or distant caches if that document could be retrieved at a
lower cost directly from the origin server.
The author in [18] provides a solution for robustness and scalability problem in web caching due to heavy load. They
have used the concept of clustering along with the feature of dynamic allocation of requests by maintaining metadata of
neighbors. They provide the concept of managing the load of overloaded server by transferring requests to less loaded
proxy servers. In [19] the author has refined their scheme of [18] for hybrid caching to handle more delays and frequent
disconnections of proxy servers. This can result in fastest response to the clients and also provide load balancing.
2.5 Other Caching Structures:
Another transparent structure called en-route caching was developed around 2002. In this each request is intercepted by
the en-route cache that passes through it. The object is transfer to the client if it is present in the cache otherwise the
request is forwarded to the next node along the regular routing path [16]. This scheme has certain advantages. It reduces
the network delay for cache miss as the requests are not detoured and also eliminate extra overhead of broadcasting the
queries. This scheme is also transparent to both the client and the content server.
III. SOME PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF CACHE MANAGEMENT
In this section some general problems and issues related with distributed web caching architecture are discussed.
3.1Extra Overhead
Overhead at proxy server increases when it maintains records of all other proxy servers. It also results into more
congestion at proxy servers. Each server must keep checking the validity of their data and this leads to extra overhead on
servers. Updating and exchanging of Meta data on proxy servers keeps them unnecessarily busy.
3.2 Size of Cache
If size of cache grows it results into larger Meta data that becomes unmanageable at proxy servers as they also keeps
Meta data of all other proxy servers too. In this way cache’s size become bottle neck for the maintenance of larger Meta
data.
3.3 Cache Coherence Problem
Client must always receive an up-to date data from the proxy server when ever requested. This requirement can result
into cache coherence problem. All changes of data at the proxy server cache must be simultaneously reflected to the main
server too. If this is not possible there should be some provision to update the cache data for maintaining their coherency.
3.4 Scalability
As numbers of clients are growing day by day and also clients of one region can request for connectivity, scalability can
be an issue as every server has an upper limit to support the client’s connections. If the servers provide the connectivity
to more clients then they will become congested and will not be able to provide further connectivity. So scalability
should be as high as possible. Clustering can be solution for scalability problem. Through this more number of clients
can be served and client’s data is maintained on cluster basis.
3.5 Robustness
As proxy servers can serve a limited number of requests, they hang up if the request exceed their limit and started get
down the links. In these cases the client request are not fulfill for connections as they always requests to the same proxy
server they are connected. These links need to be reset. Clustering can be a solution to this problem and can help to serve
most to requests.
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3.6 Hit Ratio
If the requested document is present in the proxy cache, that is called a hit. The hit ratio in web caching should be high
enough so that user’s request can be served from the pages cached on the cache server instead of forwarding the request
to other proxy server. In case of congestion hit ratio will decrease drastically as all the users wait for the requested
documents. This degrades the network performance so an approach that can ensures high hit ratio is always an issue.
3.7 Balancing Of Load
The scheme of balancing the loads on the proxy servers is a major issue in web caching. If there is no predefined criteria
is set the clients can connect to same proxy servers, if there is no limit on the number of clients to proxy servers. This
means one server will be overloaded and other proxy server will remain ideal, the busy proxy server get congested and
may be down later, so a proper load balancing strategies for proxy server is a major requirement.
3.8 Low Latency
As caching provides easy handling of clients request by the proxy servers and speedup the reply process for the clients,
so techniques should provide lower delays for all requests as possible.
3.9 Frequent Disconnections
Interrupts to continue service can arise due to some unmanageable situations that lead proxy servers to be disconnected.
So scheme must be provided that can observe smaller disconnection of proxy server and should be able to maintain
consistency and recover back all the Meta data.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Web services have become very popular today, but server overloading and network congestion etc. have become major
issues. They directly affect the performance of web. Web caching has come up as a great solution for all these problems
and issues. A number of caching schemes already exits. Some effective techniques such as hierarchical web caching,
distributed web caching and hybrid web caching and etc. schemes have been discussed in this paper. These techniques
can handle server’s extra overhead and reduce network traffic. We have also discussed some of the problems affecting
the performance of web caching and major issues related with distributed web caching. These all issues and problems
related to distributed web caching must be resolved to improve performance, hit rate and for lower access latency.
If issues of extra overhead, scalability, latency and coherency are handled carefully, hit ratio can be improved. Although
some new research works have proposed new and improved architectures for distributed web caching to handle all these
issues, but there are still some problems in distributed web caching such as cache routing, fault tolerance, proxy
placement, security, and dynamic data caching, etc which need to be addressed carefully for making cache management a
perfect one.
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